
THOMÁS CHACÓN 
OFFENSIVE MIDFIELDER



DATA SHEET

LAST NAME
FIRST NAME

DATE OF BIRTH

POSITION
HEIGHT
WEIGHT

NATIONALITY
CLUB

PREFERRED FOOT

CHACÓN YONA
THOMÁS

17/08/2000

OFFENSIVE MIDFIELDER

1.64CM

URUGUAYAN
MINNESOTA UNITED

79KG
RIGHT FOOTED
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STATS IN URUGUAY
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TACTICAL ANALYSIS

Is a player with a great offensive 1v1
capacity. He is quick to cut and dribble
into open spaces, but he is even better
to show up in small-sided spaces,
regardless being marked by two. He
uses his body well to hide the ball and
his leg agility to dribble. If having
chances, he will win the individual duel.

He leverages his individual technique
to put teammates in play in the last
third. He makes it with accuracy, and
by filtering balls in behind the rivals. It
helps his team creating goal chances.
He can move up front when having the
ball, waiting for the ideal moment to
pass through the lines.

His shooting technique is good enough
to take set pieces, besides the other
great shooters his team has. He can
shoot mid-range shots in movement as
well, when having space, but he rather
shoots on the ground.

Offensive duels Vision of play Shots



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

He is a key player in the associative
play. He mixes his individual technique
with the dynamism he offers to
collaborate when creating play. He
understands how to drop back to
become an option of pass. Also, he is
capable of combining on one-two
touches to destabilize the rival.

Both for positional and direct play, he
is an important player. He can play
near the sideline, but he centralizes his
position to associate and end up on
the opposing side. He is smart to
attack open spaces and move around
to keep playing fluid. He generates
play.

Associations Dynamism

He is a footballer with sacrifice. Even
his offensive role, he is capable of
pressing high with intensity if needed.
Also, he knows once he recovers the
ball, he has to pass it to avoid pressure.
When playing inside, he is a key player
to regain possession.

Defensive work



Social Media

@thomichaconn@thomichaconn

https://www.instagram.com/thomichaconn/
https://twitter.com/ThomiChaconn

